Taking cues from biological materials, we are interested in understanding the design rules employed in Nature and applying these strategies to the development of mechanically-enhanced and tunable materials. Fiber constructs are prevalent in natural systems, from collagen fiber networks in tendon to tough spider silk fibers. With these bio-inspired cues, we are intrigued by the impact of synthetic fiber orientation, alignment, manufacturing, and reinforcement on mechanics and functionality.

Recent innovations in multilayer co-extrusion technology have translated to the fabrication of melt-extruded polymeric rectangular fiber mats and composites. Distinct advantages of this modular approach over other traditional fiber processing techniques include scalability, environmentally-friendly conditions, and the ability to obtain cross-sectional dimensions on the nanoscale. Here, we describe the mechanics and structural features of biologically-relevant, high surface area fiber mats. Functional fiber substrates were obtained via facile surface modification and inclusion of therapeutics. We also focus on this fiber technology as a new platform for the development of reinforced hydrogels via an in situ approach. This manufacturing strategy allows for strategic control of hydrogel architecture, fiber alignment and loading, compressive stability and stiffness. Promising results related to cell adherence and growth are highlighted for these extruded hydrogel scaffolds.
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